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ABSTRACT

The ability for an agent to continuously learn new skills without catastrophically forgetting existing
knowledge is of critical importance for the development of generally intelligent agents. Most meth-
ods devised to address this problem depend heavily on well-defined task boundaries, and thus depend
on human supervision. Our task-agnostic method, Self-Activating Neural Ensembles (SANE), uses
a modular architecture designed to avoid catastrophic forgetting without making any such assump-
tions. At the beginning of each trajectory, a module in the SANE ensemble is activated to determine
the agent’s next policy. During training, new modules are created as needed and only activated
modules are updated to ensure that unused modules remain unchanged. This system enables our
method to retain and leverage old skills, while growing and learning new ones. We demonstrate our
approach on visually rich procedurally generated environments.

1 INTRODUCTION

Lifelong learning (Thrun & Mitchell, 1995) is of critical importance for the field of robotics. An agent that interacts
with the world should continuously learn from it and act intelligently in a wide variety of situations. In contrast to this
ideal, most standard deep reinforcement learning methods are centered around a single task. First, a task is defined,
then a policy is learned to maximize the rewards the agent receives in that setting. If the task is changed, a new model
is learned from scratch, discarding the previous model and previous interactions. Task specification thus plays a central
role in current end-to-end deep reinforcement learning frameworks.

In contrast, humans do not require concrete task boundaries to be able to effectively learn separate tasks—instead,
we perform continual (lifelong) learning. We learn new skills efficiently by leveraging prior knowledge, without
forgetting old behaviors. However, when placed into continual learning settings, current deep reinforcement learning
approaches do neither: the forward transfer properties of these systems are negligible, and they suffer from catastrophic
forgetting (McCloskey & Cohen, 1989; French, 1999).

The core issue of catastrophic forgetting is that a neural network trained on one task starts to forget what it knows when
trained on a second task, and this issue only becomes exacerbated as more tasks are added. The problem ultimately
stems from sequentially training a single network in an end-to-end manner. The shared nature of the weights and
the use of backpropagation to update them mean that later tasks overwrite earlier ones (McCloskey & Cohen, 1989;
Ratcliff, 1990).

To handle this, past approaches have proposed a wide variety of ideas: from task-based regularization (Kirkpatrick
et al., 2017), to learning different sub-modules for different tasks (Rusu et al., 2016), and dual-system slow/fast learners
inspired by the human hippocampus (Schwarz et al., 2018). The fundamental problem of continual learning, which few
methods address, is that the agent should autonomously determine how and when to adapt to changing environments,
or stabilize existing knowledge, without explicit task specification. It is infeasible for a human to indefinitely provide
agents with task-boundary supervision, and doing so side-steps the core problem.

There are a few existing task-agnostic (Zeno et al., 2018) methods, though most have only been demonstrated on
classification or behavior cloning: for example Aljundi et al. (2019b) addresses the problem by detecting plateaus
and using those as boundaries, Lee et al. (2019) adaptively creates new clusters using Dirichlet processes, and Veness
et al. (2021) replaces backpropagation completely. Methods that have been demonstrated on reinforcement learning
are rarer; exceptions include Rolnick et al. (2019), which utilizes a large replay buffer, and Lomonaco et al. (2020)
which uses the error in the value estimate to determine when to consolidate modules.
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We approach the problem by introducing a system that continuously, dynamically adapts to changing environments.
Our ensemble-based method, Self-Activating Neural Ensembles1 (SANE), depicted in Figure 1, is the core of our
proposal. Each module in the ensemble is a separate, task-agnostic network. Periodically, a single module from the
ensemble is activated to determine which policy to use. Only activated modules are updated, leaving unused modules
unchanged and therefore protected from catastrophic forgetting. Crucially, our ensemble is dynamic: new modules are
created when existing modules are found to be insufficient. In this way, modules are created when novel scenarios are
encountered, preventing destructive updates to other modules. Additionally, SANE is simple; modules control their
own relevance, activating when the situation to which they are specialized is encountered, and remaining untouched
the rest of the time. SANE provides the following desirable properties for continual reinforcement learning: (a) It
mitigates catastrophic forgetting by only updating relevant modules; (b) Because of its task-agnostic nature, unlike
previous approaches, it does not require explicit supervision with task IDs; (c) It achieves these targets with bounded
resources and computation. We demonstrate SANE on three visually rich, challenging level sequences based on
Procgen (Cobbe et al., 2020) environments. Additionally, we analyze the behavior of SANE at a more fine-grained
level on 2 individual runs, to gain more understanding of the dynamics of training SANE.

Figure 1: The overall structure of the SANE system. Each module contains an actor and a critic. Upon activation,
collection occurs from several environments in parallel.

2 RELATED WORK

Continual learning Any continual learning system must balance stability (the extent to which existing knowledge
is retained) and plasticity (how readily new knowledge is acquired) (Grossberg, 1982; Abraham & Robins, 2005;
Mermillod et al., 2013). Stability has posed a substantial challenge due to catastrophic forgetting, by which neural
networks trained by backpropagation abruptly forget learned behavior for solving old tasks when presented with new
tasks (Kemker et al., 2018; McCloskey & Cohen, 1989; Ratcliff, 1990; Lewandowsky & Li, 1995; French, 1999).
Broadly, methods for continual learning can be categorized under Regularization, Rehearsal, or Architectural ap-
proaches, as well as combinations of them. We refer the reader to the survey papers by Parisi et al. (2019); Lesort
et al. (2020); Mundt et al. (2020) for general discussion. Here we review methods for continual learning relevant to
our approach.

Recent strategies for mitigating catastrophic forgetting such as Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) (Kirkpatrick et al.,
2017), among other Regularization approaches (Lee et al., 2017b; Li & Hoiem, 2017; Zenke et al., 2017; Ritter et al.,
2018; Chaudhry et al., 2018a; Jaeger, 2017; He & Jaeger, 2018; Serra et al., 2018; Aljundi et al., 2018; 2019b; Park
et al., 2019), constrain updates to network parameters important for past tasks when learning new tasks. However,
these methods fundamentally run into the stability-plasticity dilemma, as over-constraining updates can hinder the
learning of new tasks. To improve plasticity, dynamic architectures (Ring, 1998; Zhou et al., 2012; Terekhov et al.,
2015; Rusu et al., 2016) incorporate additional network parameters to help learn new tasks. Furthermore, to prevent
model size from growing unbounded, such approaches (Xiao et al., 2014; Cortes et al., 2017; Yoon et al., 2018;
Mallya et al., 2018; Mallya & Lazebnik, 2018; Xu & Zhu, 2018; Schwarz et al., 2018; Kaplanis et al., 2019; Traoré
et al., 2019) use distillation (Buciluǎ et al., 2006; Hinton et al., 2015; Rusu et al., 2015; Teh et al., 2017), pruning,
and related techniques to consolidating learned behavior while reducing parameter count. Similarly, Rehearsal and
(generative) memory-based approaches (Robins, 1995; French, 1997; Gepperth & Karaoguz, 2016; Furlanello et al.,
2016; Rebuffi et al., 2017; Shin et al., 2017; Draelos et al., 2017; Kamra et al., 2017; Lopez-Paz & Ranzato, 2017;
Chaudhry et al., 2018b; Wu et al., 2018; Isele & Cosgun, 2018; Parisi et al., 2018; Riemer et al., 2018; Soltoggio et al.,
2018; Kemker & Kanan, 2018; Van de Ven & Tolias, 2018; Xiang et al., 2019; Aljundi et al., 2019a; Lesort et al., 2019;

1Code available: https://github.com/AGI-Labs/continual_rl
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Caccia et al., 2020; Caselles-Dupré et al., 2021) must also balance data storage and memory network constraints when
determining which examples are needed to preserve previously learned behavior. We build our ensemble approach
off of CLEAR (Rolnick et al., 2019), a state-of-the-art asynchronous continual RL method which uses Rehearsal, by
maintaining a replay buffer that uniformly preserves past experience via reservoir sampling (Isele & Cosgun, 2018),
along with Regularization, via behavioral cloning and a KL penalty to preserve prior learned behavior.

Ensemble methods Falling under Architectural approaches, aggregation ensembles (Cheung et al., 2019; Wen et al.,
2020; Veness et al., 2021) combine predictions from multiple models to produce a final output. These types of ensem-
bles are also commonly used for uncertainty estimation (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017), exploration (Pathak et al.,
2019), or reducing overestimation bias such as in double Q-learning (Van Hasselt et al., 2016; Fujimoto et al., 2018).
In contrast, modular ensembles (Aljundi et al., 2017; Fernando et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019; Parascandolo et al., 2018;
Kessler et al., 2021) use a subset of the entire ensemble’s parameters to select an appropriate expert model for the
task presented. Selectively updating a subset of parameters or specific modules instead of the entire ensemble can
circumvent catastrophic forgetting while bounding compute costs; this is a feature we utilize in SANE, which is a
type of modular ensemble rather than the former, aggregation ensemble. Our method is similar to Multiple Choice
Learning (Guzman-Rivera et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2016; 2017a; Seo et al., 2020), which chooses and updates only
the best expert from an ensemble, encouraging specialization. However, Multiple Choice Learning uses fixed-size
static ensembles, while SANE is a dynamic ensemble that merges similar modules and works with a given resource
budget. For supervised continual learning, LMC (Ostapenko et al., 2021) also proposes a modular ensemble approach,
although LMC assumes access to task IDs at training time and can only add modules, meaning that its computational
footprint is linear relative to the number of tasks learned. In contrast, SANE is completely task-agnostic at train and
test time, while also creating and merging modules to meet a given compute budget.

Hierarchical RL can be seen as a hierarchy of meta-policies that control access to an ensemble of (often hand-designed)
sub-policies that act at differing temporal resolutions (Sutton et al., 1999; Brunskill & Li, 2014; Tessler et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2021). Analogous to our own value-based activation score, some hierarchical RL methods use predicted
Q-values to select amongst their ensemble, as in (Dayan & Hinton, 1992; Dietterich, 2000). Goyal et al. (2019)
demonstrates the utility of avoiding meta-policies, instead relying on primitives that independently determine their own
relevance, similar to self-activation in our approach. However, their primitives distinguish themselves by factorizing
a state space, placing strong assumptions on the learnable policies. Additionally, their primitives are not created over
time, so the method relies on regularization to ensure primitives in their ensemble are used.

3 BACKGROUND

We review background on the continual RL setting we study in Appendix A.7. Traditional neural networks suffer from
catastrophic forgetting because weights in the network are changed by backpropagation every update (McCloskey &
Cohen, 1989), causing information learned in a new scenario to overwrite prior behavior. Instead of learning and
updating a single neural network for policy π across multiple tasks, we propose using an dynamic ensemble of self-
activating modules. Our approach partitions, allocates, and manages parameters for separate modules, so that each
module may handle different situations without interfering with others.

If a module is relevant to the current situation, it activates during inference and is updated during training. If a module
is irrelevant, it is unused and remains unchanged. One way of viewing these modules is as latent behaviors, each
specialized to a particular circumstance. For example, if in one context an agent must carefully wait to allow an enemy
to pass, we don’t want this to disrupt a behavior where moving quickly to dodge an enemy is the best action.

How may we know when to use which module, when task boundaries are ambiguous and not given by human super-
vision? Each module in our ensemble predicts an activation score, which estimates the relevancy of a given module’s
behavior to the current situation, and the module with the highest activation score is selected from the ensemble. An
appropriate activation score will protect modules against catastrophic forgetting, and can also enable forward transfer,
by activating modules with prior learned behaviors that are advantageous in new settings.

How should such an ensemble be structured? Pre-defining a static fixed-size ensemble is ineffective for module-
based behavior specialization. In such a static ensemble, one module will tend to perform well at a task, leading to
that module being chosen as the starting point for future tasks which results in catastrophic forgetting. Regularizing
with additional losses would be necessary to distribute activation across the ensemble’s experts, as in (Jacobs et al.,
1991; Shazeer et al., 2017; Goyal et al., 2019). Instead, we design SANE as a dynamic ensemble, in which modules
are created and merged together as necessary. Intuitively, modules are created when existing latent behaviors fail to
perform as expected, and the ensemble determines that a new latent behavior is needed. Modules may also be merged
to conserve resource consumption and meet a given compute budget.
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Bringing self-activating modules and a dynamic ensemble together, we present Self-Activating Neural Ensembles
(SANE). To summarize, our approach differs from traditionally-used ensembles in two ways: (i) We do not aggregate
results across modules, in order to keep modules isolated from one another. This circumvents catastrophic forgetting,
by not backpropogating through the entire ensemble. (ii). The ensemble itself is dynamic, in that modules are being
created and merged throughout training.

4 SELF-ACTIVATING NEURAL ENSEMBLES FOR CONTINUAL RL

We now proceed to formally describe SANE in full detail. SANE is a dynamic collection of modules {M1, . . . ,Mk}
where, based on the context, one module Mt activates and is used for inference. Subsequently, given transitions from
collected episodes, only the selected moduleMt is updated. We describe an individual SANE module in Section 4.1,
including how activation scores are computed to determine which module to use. We present the learning process to
manage a dynamic ensemble in Section 4.2. Pseudocode is provided in Appendix A.4.

4.1 SELF-ACTIVATING MODULE

Every moduleMi is an actor-critic algorithm represented by: a policy πi(a|s), a critic Vi(v, u|s), as well as a replay
buffer Bi that holds experience transitions. We modify the critic Vi from the standard formulation in the following
way. Given a state s at timestep t, the critic Vi predicts two scalars: vi(s), the value estimate of the return Rt received
if moduleMi is activated, and ui(s), an uncertainty estimate of the absolute error:

ui(s) ≈ |Rt − vi(s)| (1)

We proceed by defining an optimistic estimate vUCB
i (upper confidence bound) and a pessimistic estimate vLCB

i
(lower confidence bound) for the return that the moduleM⟩ can achieve from state s:

vUCB
i (s) = vi(s) + αu ∗ ui(s) (2)

vLCB
i (s) = vi(s)− αl ∗ ui(s) (3)

where αu, αl > 0 are hyperparameters which represent how wide a margin around the expected value to allow. We
use these margins to: (i) choose which module to activate during inference; (ii) decide when to create a new module
during Structure Update (Section 4.2).

In all, each moduleMi can be considered to be a tuple ⟨πi, Vi,Bi, V i, Ai⟩, where V i and Ai are two other versions
of the critic Vi, which we proceed to describe.

The target network V i is used for the confidence bounds estimates (Equation 2 and 3) instead of Vi. Target networks
are commonly used in Q-learning (Mnih et al., 2015; Lillicrap et al., 2016; Anschel et al., 2017; Fujimoto et al., 2018)
to stabilize training by reducing variance from approximation error. Similarly, we update V i with an exponential
moving average (Ruppert, 1988; Polyak & Juditsky, 1992; Izmailov et al., 2018). We denote Vi’s parameters by θi,
V i’s parameters by θ′i, and the update rate by τV ; we use the update: θ′i ← τV θi + (1− τV )θ

′
i.

The anchor Ai is a frozen instance of the critic Vi from when the moduleMi was created. We describe how we use
the anchor Ai to measure drift in Section 4.2.1.

Module update SANE can be applied to any actor-critic algorithm; we describe the specifics of our implementation
in Section 4.4. Let LMi denote the loss function of the active SANE module and Lrl be the loss of the actor-
critic RL algorithm, with components associated with module Mi. We perform a module update by optimizing
LMi = Lrl + µLue, where Lue is MSE loss to estimate uncertainty from Equation 1.

Inference (Self-Activation) SANE consists of several modules where each module represents the behavior for a
particular situation. Activating the right module for the right situation is key to the success of the SANE method. In an
RL setting, the critic predicts a value estimate, which can serve as an effective proxy for how successful a moduleMi

may be in obtaining high return. At the beginning of the episode, we compute vUCB
i for each module in the ensemble

{M1, . . . ,Mk} using the target network critic V i. Then, we greedily select the module whose critic predicts the
highest such value, and use that module for the whole episode.

4.2 DYNAMIC ENSEMBLE

We propose a process to dynamically update the structure of the ensemble in SANE. If the current set of modules
behave in an expected manner (returns are within the expected range) then the current set is sufficient. However
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at some point in training, if the returns are outside the expected range, then we know the current set of modules is
insufficient. We create new modules to handle the new situation, and merge modules together to stay within a given
compute budget.

4.2.1 MEASURING DRIFT

The key to successfully updating the SANE structure lies in our ability to detect that we have moved outside this
expected range. Our main assumption here is that the change in rewards received is sufficient for distinguishing
relevant changes in setting. Therefore, we detect change in setting by measuring drift in rewards. Drift describes when
an environment is non-stationary, e.g. when the reward distribution or the state transition distribution is changing over
time. Often where drift occurs, catastrophic forgetting follows because networks update to the new setting, forgetting
the old.

To recognize drift with SANE, at the time of their creation modules have their critic cloned and frozen, creating a
static critic called the anchor. We compare the prediction of a module’s critic to the prediction of its anchor. We say
that sufficient change has occurred when the bounds of the expected return, as defined in Section 4.1, predicted by a
module’s critic do not include the value predicted by its anchor, which serves as a static baseline.

Let vAi denote the value estimate of the anchor Ai. Formally, we say that sufficient change has occurred when for a
given state s, critic Vi, and anchor Ai, either of the following inequalities hold:

vUCB
i (s) < vAi(s) (4)

vLCB
i (s) > vAi

(s) (5)

In practice, we use the target network critic V i to predict vUCB
i (s) and vLCB

i (s), instead of Vi.

4.2.2 CREATING A NEW MODULE

When drift occurs such that the returns are better than anticipated, we expect that this corresponds to the case that the
policy has simply improved in the current setting, as intended by standard module policy training. In this setup, we just
update the anchor to improve expectation. However, the case of negative drift, where the UCB falls below the estimate
of the anchor, requires a different strategy. This situation occurs when the behavior (policy) starts under-performing
expectation, which can occur when the task has been changed and the old policy is no longer as effective as it had
been. What we do in this case is create a new module that is a clone of the one that was activated. We empty the
replay buffer and update the anchor at the time of creation of the new module. The goal is for the new module to be
activated by the new setting while the old one continues to be activated by the old setting, splitting the input space to
more effectively handle the two desired behaviors that are not well handled by a single policy.

4.2.3 MERGING MODULES

To prevent unlimited memory consumption, we limit the the total number of modules in our ensemble by merging
modules. To execute a merge, we start by finding the two modules in the ensemble that are closest by the L2 distance
between frames averaged from a sample of trajectories from the replay buffers. We then keep the more frequently used
module and drop the less frequent module from the ensemble. Before dropping, we combine the replay buffer of the
two modules and run a module update (Section 4.1) on the combined module.

Note that in combining the replay buffers of the two modules we use the reservoir sampling technique from
CLEAR (Rolnick et al., 2019). We maintain a reservoir value for each trajectory, defined as a random value be-
tween 0 and 1, that allows every trajectory to have an equal chance of being stored in the buffer, regardless of when
it was collected. The trajectories from the module being dropped are added to the replay buffer of the module being
kept using the reservoir values that were originally generated.

4.3 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Leveraging CLEAR and IMPALA We have chosen to base our modules on IMPALA-based CLEAR as implemented
by CORA (Powers et al., 2021), as it allows us to get several useful features for free: a. Learning is done efficiently,
in a highly parallel manner. b. The expected return, used for training both the critic and the policy (for SANE as well
as all baselines), is computed using vtrace, an effective credit assignment method, as described in (Espeholt et al.,
2018). c. The CLEAR replay buffers are maintained using reservoir sampling. d. CLEAR provides auxiliary losses
that maintain consistency of both the policy and critic with the replay buffer.
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Model architecture The base implementation uses the Nature CNN model from Mnih et al. (2015). We augment the
baseline network with 2 hidden linear layers of dimension 32 with ReLU nonlinearities to increase its representational
capacity. All other hyperparameters for the experiments are provided in Appendix A.1. Our code is provided in
additional materials, and will be open sourced upon publication.

Parallelism By collecting data from multiple environments in parallel, training is considerably faster, but it requires
us to make one key assumption: the activated module must be guaranteed to be applicable to all actors being run at the
same time. This requires that all actors be running the same task.

5 EXPERIMENTS

Task sequences We choose three procedurally-generated game environments (Climber, Miner, Fruitbot) from Proc-
gen (Cobbe et al., 2020). We construct three task sequences using each of these game environments, by isolating
sequences of levels that are likely to cause catastrophic forgetting and where approaches like CLEAR would perform
poorly. We selected four levels for Climber and Miner. For Fruitbot, we added an easier fifth level at the start as a
simple curriculum. We run each set of levels for three cycles, to see how learning evolves as the levels are seen again.
The first frame of the selected levels are visualized in Figure 2.

(a) Climber Levels (b) Miner Levels (c) Fruitbot Levels

Figure 2: The first frame of each sequence of levels used in our experiments.

Baselines We compare our approach to three baselines. We also perform an ablation showing the importance of the
dynamic ensemble compared to a static set. The baselines we selected are:

• CLEAR We compare to CLEAR (Rolnick et al., 2019), a state-of-the-art continual RL method (Powers et al.,
2021). In addition to comparing to CLEAR with the default number of parameters (the same as each module
in the SANE ensemble), we also compare to a version of CLEAR with as many total parameters as we use in
our SANE ensemble. We refer to this as “CLEAR 8x”.
Note that while SANE takes around 14 hours to run our Fruitbot sequence and standard CLEAR takes around
10 hours, these larger models take longer to run: CLEAR 8x took 4.5 days. We would have liked to compare
to a CLEAR 32x as well, but such an experiment was on track to take more than 2 weeks. This exemplifies
another benefit of SANE: the effective usage of more parameters without such a dramatic increase in runtime.

• Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) We compare to EWC (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017), which uses the diag-
onal of the Fisher matrix to estimate the importance of parameters for past tasks, and slows updates to those
parameters when learning new tasks.

• Progress & Compress (P&C) We additionally compare to P&C (Schwarz et al., 2018), which uses an online
variant of EWC to consolidate learned behavior between dual networks, after each task is learned.

• Static SANE Ensemble To validate the utility of our dynamic SANE ensemble, we compare to a SANE
ensemble that is static: all modules are initialized upfront, and no creation or merging occur.

• SANE Oracle We also compare against an Oracle version of SANE, where each task has its own pre-specified
module, which is looked up by task ID.

Experimental setup & metrics All hyperparameters for the methods used are given in the Appendix A.1. For fairness
of comparison we hold constant the number of replay frames each method has access to in total, at 400k frames.

All implementations for baselines are based on those provided by (Powers et al., 2021). We use Continual Evaluation
to generate plots for each task in the task sequence, which show how well each task was learned and how well each
task was remembered. Every method was run for 5 seeds, and the mean and standard error of the mean are shown
in the graphs. Gray shaded rectangles show when the agent trains on each task. We also report the Forgetting metric
introduced in (Powers et al., 2021). We reproduce the definition of their Forgetting metric here.

ri,j,end expected return achieved on task i after training on task j (6)
ri,all,max maximum expected return achieved on task i after training on all tasks (7)
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SANE Static SANE CLEAR CLEAR 8x EWC 8x P&C 8x SANE Oracle

Climber 4.4 ± 1.0 5.3 ± 0.5 7.7 ± 0.1 8.1 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.8 -0.6 ± 0.1
Miner -0.2 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 1.1 6.3 ± 0.3 6.3 ± 0.2 4.1 ± 0.8 0.1 ± 0.1 -0.9 ± 0.4
Fruitbot 5.5 ± 0.7 5.8 ± 0.3 7.6 ± 0.4 6.3 ± 0.6 3.7 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1

Table 1: Forgetting (F) summary statistics for all experiments. EWC and P&C exhibit little forgetting because they
also exhibit little learning. Of the methods that learned the tasks, we see SANE performs best.

Forgetting compares the maximum final expected return achieved for a task i at any prior point to the expected return
while training on task j, where j > i:

Fi,j =
10

s

∑
s

(
ri,j,end − ri,j−1,end

|ri,all,max|

)

We compute the Forgetting statistic for only the first cycle for each seed and take the average across tasks. We report
the average and standard error of the mean across seeds for the Forgetting summary statistic.

5.1 RESULTS

We present the Forgetting summary statistics (Powers et al., 2021) for all methods in Table 1 and the Continual Eval-
uation graphs, which present the average and standard error of the mean of the returns received from the environment
versus steps taken in the environment, in each section. We also present the final average performance and standard
error of the mean for all benchmarks in the Appendix, Tables 3-5.

Climber: First we demonstrate SANE on Climber, a side-view task where the agent must ascend a series of platforms
while collecting coins and dodging bats. The selected levels are particularly challenging because avoiding the bats
requires relatively precise timing; a slight decay in policy performance results in significantly reduced reward.

We start by analyzing the Continual Evaluation results in Figure 3. SANE and Static SANE both learn the tasks, but we
can see that our dynamic model consistently learns and remembers, while Static SANE overall shows more inconsistent
performance, doing particularly poorly on Envs 0 and 2. Both versions of CLEAR learn the tasks but readily forget
them, indicating that SANE is not improving by merely adding more parameters. EWC has mixed results; it does
worse than SANE uniformly on all cycles of Env 0 and the first cycle of the other Envs, but approximately ties it on
the other cycles of Envs 2 and 3, and exceeds it on the other cycles of Env 1. P&C largely fails to learn the tasks at all,
with some exception on Env 2.

These results are further validated by looking at the Forgetting summary statistics presented in Table 1. By this metric
EWC does the best, likely aided by poorer learning during the first cycle of Envs 0 and 1 and the particularly good
later performance on Env 1. Of the four methods that learned all tasks immediately (SANE, Static SANE, CLEAR,
and CLEAR 8x), SANE exhibits the least forgetting.
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Figure 3: Results for Continual Evaluation on the Climber sequence of tasks. We observe that SANE consistently
learns and recalls the tasks. Gray shaded rectangles show when the agent trains on each task.

Miner: We additionally demonstrate SANE on Miner, a task where the agent must dig through dirt in two dimensions,
collecting diamonds and going to a specified end-goal without getting crushed by rocks.
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Continual Evaluation results are shown in Figure 4. SANE overall outperforms the baselines on the first three envi-
ronments; we see CLEAR and EWC learning and forgetting, static SANE showing more recall than CLEAR but less
than SANE, and largely little learning from P&C with the exception of Env 1. However, on Env 2 one of SANE’s
seeds fails to learn the task, and on Env 3 all seeds did. Perhaps CLEAR’s larger buffer effectively provides more
exploration, as there is more randomness amongst the batches selected to be trained upon.

Table 1 again demonstrates numerically these qualitative results. We see that of the methods that learned the tasks,
SANE not only did the best, it also exhibited some backwards transfer (negative forgetting).
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Figure 4: Results for Continual Evaluation on the Miner task sequence. We again observe that SANE improves on the
baselines at recall across the tasks. Gray shaded rectangles show when the agent trains on each task.

Fruitbot: The final Procgen sequence we use is based on Fruitbot, where the environment continuously scrolls and
the agent must move left and right to collect fruit, avoid vegetables, and make it through gaps in the wall. Continual
Evaluation results, shown in Figure 5, are less clear-cut than the previous two experiments. SANE clearly exceeds
baselines on recall on Envs 1 and 3, but remains comparable to the CLEAR 8x baseline on Envs 2 and 4, and struggles
on Env 0, only exceeding the baseline in the final cycle. Furthermore for the most part SANE receives a lower
maximum score than the CLEAR baselines, with the exception of Env 3. Table 1 shows that despite the mixed
qualitative results, SANE again exceeds baselines quantitatively.

6 ANALYSIS OF SANE

We generate two additional figures to help us analyze our SANE ensembles. The first is a module ID plot. On creation
we assign every module a unique identifier: an integer that increases per module created. This ID is constant through
the lifetime of the module, including when other modules get merged into it. We can plot what module is active by
plotting its module ID. This allows us to see when there are periods of rapid creation (steep regions of the graph),
when older modules are re-used, and when modules are being stably activated.

The second plot is a lineage plot, showing a graph that represents the history of the ensemble, with each node in the
graph representing a module. A blue line indicates that one module spawned another, and a red line indicates that a
module was merged into another. Light blue nodes represent modules that are current available to be activated at the
current time. An example lineage plot2 is shown in Appendix A.3.

6.1 SINGLE RUN: CLIMBER

We start by analyzing a single (non-hand-picked) run of SANE in Climber, to demonstrate the dynamics of learning in
a simple environment where behaviors are readily separable. In Figure 6, we aligned a graph of the ID of the currently
active module with the reward received at that time.

We can see the desired behavior in this case: several new modules are created (a sharp increase in module ID is
observed) as performance successively fails to meet expectation, until a suitable module is created. Additionally, we
can observe that before a task is trained upon, it is likely to use the best module for the current task. E.g. Env 3 uses
Env 0’s active module (module 0) for the first 3M steps, then Env 1’s module (15) for most of the next 3M, then Env
2’s module (18) for the next 3M, until during its own training period drift is detected and a custom module is created.

It is also worth remarking on the decline in Env 3’s performance, which occurs particularly while the task is being
trained. It occurs while a consistent module is being activated, so is not related to the ensembling behaviors of module

2An interactive lineage plot can also be viewed at https://github.com/AGI-Labs/continual_rl .
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Figure 5: Results on the Fruitbot sequence. SANE performs particularly well on Envs 1 and 3, comparable to CLEAR
8x on Envs 2 and 4, and struggles some with Env 0. Gray shaded rectangles show when the agent trains on each task.
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Figure 6: Module ID and expected return plots aligned by timestep, to show module activation during a single run of
Climber. Gray shaded rectangles show when the agent trains on each task.

creation or merging. Observing the behavior indicates that the agent is jumping into a bat rather than avoiding it, so it
would seem it is overfitting to the jumping behavior, possibly as a result of the decreased replay buffer size.

6.2 FRUITBOT ANALYSIS

Fruitbot performed least well of our experiments, so we dive in further to understand the dynamics at play.

Module Count Ablation: We first discuss the difference in expected return when we vary the number of modules
for SANE, as visualized in Figure 7. Overall, we observe that the fewer the modules, the higher the maximum scores
received. The one exception is Env 3, where 8 and 16 modules both receive comparable scores. However, in general
the fewer the modules the more forgetting is observed as well. This is particularly noticeable on Envs 0, 1, and 4, with
more ambiguity on Envs 2 and 3.

As we observed in the analysis of Climber, when a new task is switched to, we don’t create just a single module.
Rather, the critic steadily learns to adapt to the new task; each time it passes the vLCB threshold, a new module is
created. Once the maximum number of modules has been reached, this triggers a merge. Since a merge combines the
replay buffers of the two modules, when two “compatible” modules are merged, the resulting policy is more robust
than that of the individual modules. However when two modules representing conflicting behaviors are merged, we
see a reduction in performance. Taken together, this means that as merging is occurring, more modules in the ensemble
will generally be more stable over time, but might be slower to learn. We discuss a concrete example of this in Section
6.2.1 below.

6.2.1 SINGLE RUN

Here we analyze a single run of Fruitbot, which allows us to see in more detail the dynamics of SANE. We use an
ensemble with 8 modules to simplify analysis. We focus on three important points, labeled A, B, and C in Figure 8.
In all three cases the module the Environment is using switches to an older module.

At A (21M timesteps), Env 1 switches from using Module 193 to Module 10. By analyzing the Lineage plot (not
shown here due to its large size) we see that 193 merged into Module 150, which then merged into Module 10. Thus
the continued high performance on this task can be explained by a successful sequence of merges.

At B (27M timesteps), Env 2 switches from using Module 252 to Module 9. In this case, Module 252, which is a
direct descendent of Module 9, merged into Module 197. Module 197 is at this point still a module available in the
ensemble, meaning Env 2 began to activate a high-performing previous module (Module 9) instead of the result of the
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Figure 7: Comparison of SANE variations on the Fruitbot task sequence. The number in parentheses indicates the
number of modules in the ensemble, ie. SANE (8) has 8 modules. Gray shaded rectangles show when the agent trains
on each task.
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Figure 8: The Module ID and Expected Return plots for a single run of Fruitbot, aligned by timestep to see how
modules are getting used and created while Fruitbot is training.

merge, implying that the critic value of 252 decayed as a result of its merger into Module 197. However, performance
was rescued by return to a previous module and performance remains high.

At C (30M timesteps), Env 4 switches from using Module 261 to Module 10. Module 10, as we saw in case A, is a
module that is well-suited for Env 1. In this case, Module 261 merged into Module 262, a descendent of Module 9,
which as we saw in case B is well-suited for Env 2. Essentially, our 8 module ensemble lacks the capacity to adequately
represent all of the behaviors necessary for this sequence of tasks, and start combining policies destructively, resulting
in forgetting. This is mitigated by introducing more modules into our ensemble, as shown in Figure 7

7 CONCLUSION

Inspired by the fact that catastrophic forgetting is caused by updating all neurons in a network for all tasks, we
propose the creation of self-activating modules to break up a network into modular components that only get updated
when they are used. Our experimental results suggest that a dynamic ensemble, which creates modules as necessary
and merges them to conserve resources, performs better than a static ensemble where all modules are created up-
front. By combining these two novel features, we present SANE (Self-Activating Neural Ensembles) for continual
reinforcement learning. We demonstrate SANE on sequences of Procgen levels that prove particularly challenging
for the current state-of-the-art (CLEAR), showing that our method reliably improves the mitigation of catastrophic
forgetting. Furthermore, we present a thorough analysis of SANE, showing how modules are created, used, and
merged on individual runs of Climber and Fruitbot, to provide a more comprehensive view into the system.

Limitations and future directions In this paper, we present a straightforward and simple instantiation of SANE,
which has some limitations. First, using the initial observation of the episode to choose which module to activate
limits the current method to tasks that are distinguishable immediately. Second, the complete separation of modules
precludes transfer, wherein improvement on one task benefits performance on another. Future work to address these
issues may include choosing the active module every n steps instead of once at the beginning of an episode, or making
a hierarchical version of SANE where similar tasks activate similar paths through the tree while distinct tasks activate
non-overlapping paths.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 HYPERPARAMETERS

Here we give the hyperparameters for our methods; see the provided code for more details. For convenience, we put
all parameters that vary between methods above the line, and those that are consistent below.

Hyperparameter Shared

Num. actors 16
Learner threads 1
Unroll length 32
Grad clip 40
Reward clip [−1, 1]
Normalize rewards No
Entropy cost 0.01
Discount factor 0.99
LSTM No
Network arch. Nature CNN
Learning rate 4e−4
Optimizer RMSProp

α = 0.99
ϵ = 0.01
µ = 0

(Climber & Miner) (Fruitbot)
Hyperparameter SANE SANE CLEAR P&C EWC

Batch size 2 2 2 18 2
Baseline cost 5.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
EWC λ 30 300
EWC, min task steps 2e5
Fisher samples 100 100
Normalize Fisher Yes No
Online EWC γ 0.99
KL cost 1.0
Policy cloning cost 0.1
Value cloning cost 0.005
Replay ratio 8 8 8
Replay buffer size 50k 12.5k 400k

(per module) (per module)

Max num. modules 8 32
αu,inf 1.0 1.0
αu,create 0.1 0.1
αl,create 10.0 0.5
Critic cadence T 1000 10000
Critic target update rate τV 0.9 0.9
Uncertainty cost µ 1.0 0.1

Table 2: Hyperparameters for all methods. The network architecture is the “Nature CNN” model (Mnih et al., 2015).

Note that there are two different α parameters for SANE. One describes the parameter used for inference (αu,inf ) and
the other describes the parameters used during module creation (αx,create).

Batch size Since two of the methods augment the batch with more data (SANE and CLEAR), there is the question
of how to size the batches of the other baselines (EWC, P&C) fairly. There are two ways to view it. The first is to
equalize the total amount of data the optimizer sees per gradient step (i.e. since the augmented size is 18, collect a
batch size of 18 for EWC and P&C). The second is to equalize the amount of new data the optimizer sees (i.e. 2 new
trajectories are collected so use a batch size of 2 for EWC and P&C). We compare the differences in Figure 9. We can
see that a smaller batch (i.e. training more often) results in learning the tasks more quickly, but the impact on recall
is more ambiguous: on Env 0 the smaller batch size recalls less well, but it’s comparable on all other environments.
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Worth noting also is that the smaller batch size takes considerably longer to train. Given these facts we have chosen to
use the larger batch size for our EWC and P&C baselines.
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Figure 9: Comparison of running EWC with a batch size of 2 versus the default (18).

Increasing network size The base architecture used for all methods is the Nature CNN model (Mnih et al., 2015) with
∼6e5 parameters. To make the 8x version, we multiplied the number of filters at every convolutional layer by 6 (for a
total of∼5.7e6 parameters). We opted for making the network wider instead of deeper because: (i) conceptually this is
more similar to the structure of the SANE ensemble (ii) it does not introduce the possibility of decreased performance
due to gradient vanishing or exploding (Srivastava et al., 2015).

A.1.1 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

Here we describe how SANE utilizes the highly parallel IMPALA method. Every SANE module is one instance of
an IMPALA agent; all modules operate independently, with no shared parameters or data. Each IMPALA agent is
composed of a set of actors that are constantly collecting data and populating a shared buffer with the results. When a
separate learner thread detects that the minimum batch size of trajectories has been collected, it computes the losses and
runs a gradient step. Not needing to pause the actors to update the model provides significant runtime improvements.

SANE augments this basic structure in one primary way. In order to switch modules, the currently running module is
paused (all actors stop collecting data, and all learner threads stop updating the model) every syield seconds. At this
point an activation score is computed for every module and the highest-scoring module is activated. Activation means
that all actors are restarted, and model updating resumes. This alternating of module activation and data collection
continues until all tasks are complete.

A.1.2 HYPERPARAMETER TUNING

First, we present the λ tuning graph for EWC in Figure 10. We ran using λ values in the range [1, 1e5] with a batch
size of 18 (B=18) on the Climber task sequence with 3 seeds. We also ran two experiments with (B=2). We can see
that while the lower λ values (1 and 10) learn the tasks better, they are also more inclined to forget, as can be seen
particularly on Envs 0 and the first cycle of Env 2. Based on these results we chose λ = 300 and a batch size of 2 for
the experiments presented in the paper as the best balance of learning and remembering.
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Figure 10: Comparison of EWC λ variations on the Climber task sequence. The number represents λ.

Second, we present the λ tuning graph for P&C in Figure 11, representing values in the range [3, 3e3], over 3 seeds
for a batch size of 18. We thus chose λ = 30 for our experiments
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Figure 11: Comparison of P&C λ variations on the Climber task sequence. The number represents λ.

A.2 PARAMETER ABLATION ON FRUITBOT

As shown in Table 2 we use different parameters for Climber/Miner vs Fruitbot. For simplicity we refer to the former
set of parameters as SANE v1 and the latter as SANE v2.

Conceptually, the difference between SANE v1 and SANE v2 is that the former trains the critic more aggressively
(higher coefficients and fewer frames between target network updates), but also has a much more conservative vLCB ,
meaning more drift must be observed before a node is created. We observe that the former performed well on Climber
and Miner, but on Fruitbot we obtained higher performance using the smoother critic training of SANE v2, as shown
in Figure 12. However, it is worth noting that the ensemble learns and remembers in both cases, even when the
parameters vary widely (e.g. αl,create differs by a factor of 20.). However, optimal parameter selection remains an
area of future work.
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Figure 12: Comparison of SANE variations on the Fruitbot task sequence.

A.3 LINEAGE PLOT, FRUITBOT
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Figure 13: An example Lineage plot, showing how nodes are created and merged while training on Env 0 of Fruitbot.

While we are not able to provide the full Lineage plots used in the analysis above (a graph with hundreds of nodes
displays poorly in pdf form), we show an example of what one looks like for the first task of Fruitbot. Node 0 is used
initially, but soon spawns a cascading sequence of Nodes that settles for some time on Node 9. There is some churn
as nodes are created but merged back into 9, until another burst of creation settles finally on Node 18, though we see
in Figure 8 that this does not last either.
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If the policies and critics improved monotonically, we would not see such a chaotic plot, but instead one more like
what we see for Climber, in Figure 6. Essentially, since creation only happens when we detect that a node is worse
than its anchor, this pattern of creation represents much noisier learning.

A.4 ALGORITHM PSEUDOCODE FOR SANE

Algorithm 1 SANE

Require: timestep t, total task timesteps T , state at episode start s0, max allowed module count N , modulesM =
{M1, . . . ,Mk} where Mi contains actor πi, critic Vi, static anchor critic ai, and replay buffer Ri.

1: while t < T do
2: Mmax = argmaxi(vUCB,i(s0)) ▷ select active module
3: Collect tnew timesteps of data using Mmax

4: t := t+ tnew
5:
6: if vUCB,Mmax

(s) < va(s) then ▷ negative drift detected, so add module
7:
8: Mnew := clone(Mmax)
9: anew := clone(Vmax)

10: M := {M1, ...,Mk,Mnew}
11: else
12: if vLCB,m(s) > va(s) then ▷ positive drift detected, so update module
13: amax := clone(Vmax)
14: end if
15: end if
16: if |M | > N then ▷ merge modules
17: gi := avg(batch(Ri)[

′observation′]) ▷ compute an avg observation for each module
18: Mi, Mj = argmini,j ||gi, gj ||2
19: Mkeep, Mremove = which of Mi or Mj has been used more and fewer times, respectively
20: Rkeep = {Ri, Rj}
21: M =M−Mremove

22:
23: end if
24: end while

A.5 FINAL AVERAGE PERFORMANCE TABLES

Task SANE Static SANE CLEAR 8x CLEAR EWC 8x PnC 8x SANE Oracle
Env 0 9.72± 0.29 2.54± 1.85 3.02± 0.14 1.26± 0.08 7.46± 0.88 0.24± 0.06 9.52± 0.14
Env 1 10.43± 0.04 9.80± 0.49 2.34± 0.32 1.96± 0.21 14.37± 1.09 0.22± 0.05 10.02± 0.22
Env 2 7.82± 1.92 6.95± 1.77 1.08± 0.05 1.57± 0.43 9.33± 0.91 3.70± 0.95 10.66± 0.08
Env 3 1.99± 0.28 2.22± 0.34 7.46± 0.20 8.02± 0.26 8.40± 0.42 0.34± 0.05 2.71± 0.59

Table 3: Climber final average performance. The Oracle is not considered for the purposes of highlighting the average
performance, as it is an idealized model.

Task SANE Static SANE CLEAR 8x CLEAR EWC 8x PnC 8x SANE Oracle
Env 0 10.25± 0.35 6.61± 2.18 2.89± 0.24 2.35± 0.12 2.71± 0.26 2.03± 0.55 8.01± 1.41
Env 1 12.43± 0.03 8.25± 2.07 9.24± 0.71 4.90± 0.58 11.06± 0.68 3.46± 0.66 12.56± 0.06
Env 2 9.64± 2.09 9.46± 2.11 4.93± 0.42 3.90± 0.39 10.65± 0.62 2.11± 0.54 11.49± 0.22
Env 3 2.97± 0.05 3.06± 0.05 7.06± 2.31 10.74± 1.87 12.96± 0.02 1.93± 0.26 3.15± 0.06

Table 4: Miner final average performance. The Oracle is not considered for the purposes of highlighting the average
performance, as it is an idealized model.
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Task SANE Static SANE CLEAR 8x CLEAR EWC 8x PnC 8x SANE Oracle
Env 0 2.18± 3.46 −0.70± 0.37 3.77± 0.50 −2.36± 0.24 2.05± 1.77 −2.09± 0.74 11.84± 0.68
Env 1 6.71± 2.43 2.45± 0.40 2.85± 0.45 1.26± 0.44 −0.91± 0.56 −2.08± 0.78 11.85± 0.47
Env 2 13.13± 0.21 10.34± 3.01 9.50± 0.52 5.87± 0.26 10.87± 2.73 4.89± 1.68 15.39± 1.71
Env 3 15.38± 0.84 6.80± 0.43 9.52± 0.66 6.73± 1.36 9.74± 2.51 1.16± 0.65 16.25± 0.88
Env 4 12.36± 0.72 19.48± 0.95 23.86± 0.47 19.84± 3.06 6.07± 0.94 1.37± 0.37 12.66± 0.75

Table 5: Fruitbot final average performance. The Oracle is not considered for the purposes of highlighting the average
performance, as it is an idealized model.

A.6 2 MODULE EXPERIMENTS

Here we present training SANE using only 2 modules (each with 2e5 replay buffer entries) on Climber. The intent of
this experiment is to look at how having fewer modules than tasks impacts performance. We can see that while peak
performance is generally higher, recall is poor overall. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the curve resembles that of CLEAR:
reaching similar maximum values, and observing the same forgetting.
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Figure 14: Comparison for using SANE with 2 modules to other SANE variants and CLEAR.

A.7 EXTENDED BACKGROUND

In the standard, single-task reinforcement learning scenario, we consider the task T as a discrete-time Markov Decision
Process (MDP) consisting of a tuple ⟨S,A, T, r, γ, ρ0, ⟩, with state space S, action space A, state transition probability
function T , reward function r, discount factor γ, and probability distribution ρ0 on the initial states S0 ⊂ S. The goal
is to learn a policy π(a|s) which maximizes the expected return, where the return Rt of a state s at timestep t is the
discounted sum of rewards over an infinite-horizon trajectory from state s.

For continual RL (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Schwarz et al., 2018; Rolnick et al., 2019), we extend this setting by
considering a sequence of N tasks, SN := (T1 . . . TN ), presented to the agent. This induces a non-stationary learning
process as any component of the MDP may change on task switch. A capable continual RL agent should continue
to learn new skills (maintain plasticity), recall prior learned behavior (mitigate catastrophic forgetting), and transfer
old abilities to new domains (demonstrate forward transfer). We assume the agent trains on task Ti at timesteps in the
interval [Ai, Bi), for ki = Bi − Ai timesteps. Here Ai and Bi are the task boundaries denoting the start and end,
respectively, of task Ti. Additionally, we may cycle through the tasks M times, which yields full task sequence SNM

that has length N ·M .

A.8 ANALYSIS OF ESTIMATED RETURNS

In Figure 15 we present SANE’s estimated vtrace return in comparison to the observed vtrace return for the training
periods for each task for a single run. There is a bit of overestimation in Env 0, more significant overestimation in
Env 1, but almost none in Envs 2 and 3. Env 1 is also where we see the most uncertainty. Note that the first time a
transition to a new task occurs, the estimated return is near zero.

We believe these estimates to be close enough that using our estimated vtrace returns is preferred over using a history
of recent returns. An example of when this is the case is if every episode is different; then any window size to average
over poses problems: the best module will not be activated and creation will not occur properly. Furthermore, we hope
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to extend SANE such that activation occurs many times during an episode as well, so modules can capture even more
fine-grained behaviors. This fine-grained behavior becomes impossible if we are reliant on final returns.

Figure 15: Comparison of the true and predicted vtrace returns.

Figure 16: Graph of the uncertainty of SANE’s prediction of our vtrace returns.
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